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ABSTRACT
Many terrestrial and aquatic organisms, such as ants, termites or
fish, live in communities that resemble larger and more capable
organisms thanks to the delicate coordination of the individuals.
Humans benefit from mimicking this coordination in many techno-
logical sectors, whether it is the coordinated movement of drones,
cars, or robot teaming. With the increasing autonomy and intel-
ligence, multi-robot systems and swarm robots specifically have
increasing potential to replace humans in dangerous missions, re-
acting collaboratively to unprecedented conditions. What if, how-
ever, one of the robots decides to sabotage such a collaborative
mission? How can we support its peers in detecting an untrust-
worthy member? This paper identifies and classifies the scenarios
of swarm-robot collaboration, which is prone to disruption by an
untrustworthy member, and links them to a taxonomy of attacks,
for which it highlights the importance of the trust aspect between
individual robots across the scenarios. The benefits of trust are
presented, discussing its capability to prevent attacks and detect
malicious individuals in these types of systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Electronic devices, vehicles and robotic systems with growing de-
grees of intelligence and autonomy are becoming more pervasive
in our daily lives, forming entire digital ecosystems, capable of
collaboration as well as competition or sabotage [1]. Multi-robot
systems are evolving towards replacing humans in not only routine
activities but also dangerous missions, such as in the case of un-
derwater explorations, earthquakes, or other disasters or military
operations.

A specific type of multi-robot systems designed for collaborative
missions is based on so-called robot swarms [2]. Swarm robots are
fairly simple (and thus better replaceable) autonomous robots that
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form communities to collectively accomplish a mission that they
could not complete individually. These missions consist of many
small tasks (e.g., collective motion, information sharing, or provi-
sioning of an important resource) [2]. However, due to the mutual
interdependence of swarm robots, the missions are susceptible to
attacks, such as information manipulation, communication manip-
ulation, or physical attacks, which can affect the overall progress
of the mission and even cause casualties. [3, 4]

One of the promising solutions that has only been explored re-
cently in the context of Social Internet of Things is based on trust
management [5]. Specifically, when understanding the trustwor-
thiness of their peers, the robots could more competently decide
whether to obey a command, trust information, or continue to
cooperate with the peer, based on their needs and goals. Trust man-
agement can be scaled up to the context of the entire ecosystem,
where the robots collaboratively decide on the next steps, accep-
tance of an individual into the group or protecting themselves from
an untrustworthy peer.

To support the development of trust management models for
swarm robotics, the necessary prerequisite is understanding the
variety of trust attacks across the multitude of collaborative scenar-
ios that need to be covered by trust management schemes. Such an
understanding is, however, currently missing.

In this paper, we bridge this gap. To this end, we collect and
classify swarm robot scenarios available across scientific literature,
and with the help of their common properties, we link them to
possible attacks. Our main contribution is a systematic collection
of scenarios, their taxonomy, and the taxonomy of attacks affecting
mission success. Besides, we outline possible applications of trust
techniques that could mitigate these attacks or their impact.

The paper is structured as follows. After the discussion of related
work in Section 2, the main contribution is presented in Section 3
and 4, focusing on both the taxonomy of swarm-robot scenarios
and attacks on the scenarios. After that, the discussion of the results
is included in Section 5 and conclusion in Section 6.

2 STATE OF THE ART AND RELATEDWORK
After clarifying the terminology, this section details the state of the
art in swarm robotics and discusses related work on swarm-robotics
scenarios and their trust attacks.

2.1 Collaboration in Robotic Systems
Multi-Robot Systems. Multi-robot systems are a type of orga-

nized system in which two or more robots collaborate to achieve
a specific goal. Multi-robot systems offer numerous advantages
over single-robot systems, such as improved system performance,
energy efficiency, robustness, scalability, and reliability due to the
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collective capabilities and distributed task allocation among in-
dividual robots [6, 7]. Multi-robot systems can be classified into
several categories, for example, based on the homogeneity of the
individuals [8].

Swarm Robotics. The swarm-robotic approach is a multi-robotic
system inspired by insect societies [9]. These systems are composed
of a large number of simple robots to reach high levels of robustness,
flexibility, and scalability [10]. Minor failures and anomalies are
not fatal to the mission of a swarm robot system as there are many
cooperating robots within the group, and each of them is, to some
extent, replaceable. Therefore, particular robots are expected to be
identical or at least compatible to avoid a single point of failure.
Swarm coordination is decentralized and can adapt to changing
problems [10, 11].

2.2 Characteristics of Swarm Robots
According to the taxonomy provided by Iocchi et al. [12], swarm
robots are cooperative, aware, strongly coordinated, and they have
distributed organization [9]. Each of the robots should be autonomous
and capable of sensing and acting in the real environment [9].

Robots can interact via sensing (i.e., observing or being aware
of another robot) or via communication (i.e., exchanging mes-
sages) [10]. Both sensing and communication are local, and one
cannot expect that robots will have access to some global infor-
mation [11]. However, both organization and communication can
be centralized (entirely or partially) if appropriate [13]. Robots
within a swarm are homogeneous; occasionally, some individuals
can have some specializations, e.g., sensor modules with larger
sensor equipment. Overall, their abilities are limited, and we expect
that individuals cannot solve the task alone [9]. Therefore, robots
within a swarm have to cooperate to accomplish a given mission. As
they are not centrally organized, they need to self-organize them-
selves based on their actual environment and interactions with each
other [11, 12]. This collaboration depends on coordination protocol
which should be shared and followed by robots to evaluate signals
and behavior of each other correctly [12].

2.3 Trust Management in Swarm Robotics
Numerous studies have looked at the utilization of swarm robots
or overall multi-robot systems, however scarce attention has been
given to the critical matter of establishing trust among these robotic
entities [14–16] and its implications in various scenarios [2, 17, 18].

Yang and Parasuraman in [19] dealt with the creation of an agent
trust model for heterogeneous multi-robot cooperation. This model
is based on Relative Needs Entropy, which is used to determine the
degree of trust between individual robots, robot and group of robots
and groups based on their needs. Their procedure was simulated on
search and rescue scenarios. Yet, the work does not provide insight
into the multitude of trust scenarios and their attacks.

Blockchain is now a widely-discussed approach towards assur-
ing trust between robots. For instance, Mallikarachchi et al. [20]
present a way to connect Robotic Operating system with Ethereum
blockchain using Smart contracts technology. This approach, while
exhibiting notable advantages of trustable shared truth and history
management, faces certain limitations connected to the current

version of Ethereum in terms of the system scalability along with a
slow contract deployment rate and fewer transactions per second.

Li et al. [21] circumvented some of the blockchain limitations [22]
by creating the Blockchain-based collaborative edge interface frame-
work, enabling secure knowledge sharing among bots, avoiding
knowledge pollution, and detecting malicious nodes. Yet, all these
approaches are currently very scarce and do not yet cover the va-
riety of trust-attack scenarios that one could encounter in swarm
robotics.

2.4 Overview of Scenarios in Swarm Robotics
In our work, we intend to collect swarm robotics scenarios that
would be as complete as possible, so that the possible trust attacks
could be identified. At the moment, there are already works col-
lecting and describing a few possible scenarios, but not with the
intention to cover all possible scenarios in sufficient detail to iden-
tify possible trust applications.

Specifically, Şahin [23], Khaldi [24], and Tan [25] provided cat-
egories for swarm robot tasks divided by their environment and
requirements. They are a valid overall introduction to swarm robot-
ics and cover their possible applications in the real world. However,
they are not suited to support trust-attack scenarios classification
as they focus more on the mission’s target than on robots’ behavior
and communication.

A taxonomy based on different types of collective behavior was
provided by Brambilla [15], and later, this taxonomy was extended
by others [17, 26, 27]. These papers are a significant signpost in the
topic of swarm robotics and are a good base for our collection. They
are more focused on taxonomy and generalization of scenarios,
whereas we need more detailed granularity to cover all possible
situations that could be affected by applying the trust techniques.

Besides, Higgins [3] laid out various challenges to the security
of robotic swarms, focusing on their potential deployment in pub-
lic and commercial settings, which became a useful input for our
taxonomy of attacks, which is based on specific, simple scenarios
identified as part of our work.

3 SCENARIOS IN SWARM ROBOTICS
This section discusses the process of scenario collection, together
with the presentation of resulting scenarios and their classification.

3.1 Methodology
3.1.1 Search Process. To identify relevant papers associated with
the scope of this scenario collection, we performed a search in
Google Scholar, Scopus, Springer, ACM Digital Library, and IEEE
Xplore academic databases. We first run the following search query
to retrieve relevant studies from the libraries:

• swarm AND (robotics OR robots) AND (task OR mission
OR cooperation OR scenario OR challenge OR attack OR
sabotage OR vulnerability)

After that, we filtered the studies with respect to their corre-
spondence with the query (considering their titles and abstracts)
and then filtered the relevant results according to the inclusion and
exclusion criteria.
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Table 1: Resource Centered Scenarios Overview

ID Scenario Task References

R1 Collaborative ma-
nipulation

Robots shall collaborate to manipulate objects in the
environment.

[2, 27–
29]

R2 Object clustering Robots shall collect objects in the environment to
previously unspecified places. [29]

R3 Sorting Robots shall sort objects by their features. [2]

R4 Object assem-
bling

Robots shall physically link objects together to build
a structure. [29]

R5 Foraging Robots shall search for objects and return them to the
specified base. [2, 27]

R6 Consuming

Robots shall search for objects in the environment and
process them. The process is similar to foraging, but
robots do not carry the item to the base but perform
work in place.

[30]

R7 Charging in the
nest

Robots shall recharge their batteries on a limited num-
ber of chargers during missions. [2]

R8 Information
spreading

Robots shall spread information within the system.
That means robots shall coordinate to propagate in-
formation to all individuals within the system.

[31]

R9 Object tracking Robots shall observe and follow a moving object. [32]

3.1.2 Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria. The inclusion criteria that have
been defined to provide systematic guidelines to include papers
during the filtering phase are:
IC1. The paper discusses the swarm robotics.
IC2. The paper explicitly describes one or more scenarios to an

efficient extent (one or more norm-pages).
IC3. The described scenarios include inter-robot communication

or cooperation within the swarm.
The exclusion criteria that have been defined to provide system-
atic guidelines to exclude papers during the filtering phase are as
follows:
EC1. Papers in languages other than English.
EC2. Papers with up to 3 pages.
EC3. Gray literature (e.g., editorials and keynotes).

3.1.3 Search Results. From the results, 36 papers met our inclusion
criteria, and from those, 17 were excluded by exclusion criteria.
From the remaining 19 papers, we extracted scenarios with as much
granularity as possible.

3.1.4 Scenario Clustering. After selecting all the scenarios, we
clustered them into six groups according to the common activity,
goal or type that accompanies all the tasks in the group:

• Resource Centered Scenarios Overview
• Collective Movement Scenarios Overview
• Swarm Maintenance Scenarios Overview
• Spatial Orientation Scenarios Overview
• Information Sharing Types
• Decision Making Types

The results are presented in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, giving the id and
name of the scenario, description of the scenario task and linking
the papers used for scenario extraction.

3.2 Overview of Scenarios
This section describes four scenario groups and two types/forms
groups. Scenario groups in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 are clustered by the
main target of the tasks, and the types groups in Tables 5, 6 by the
format of the task.

Table 2: Collective Movement Scenarios Overview

ID Scenario Task References

M1 Spatial organiza-
tion

Robots shall split positions within the environment
and reorganize. [27]

M2 Aggregation Robots shall reduce the distance between them and
gather in a certain place. [27–29]

M3 Dispersion Robots shall occupy the largest possible area without
losing connectivity. [27]

M4 Grazing
Robots shall explore the environment in such a way
as to traverse the largest amount of space, similar to
lawn mowing.

[30]

M5 Flocking Robots shall move together to a target location. [2, 27]

M6
Cooperative
hole/obstacle
avoidance

Robots shall avoid an object in the environment co-
operatively, which means the swarm could decide to
assemble into a structure and overcome the object
instead of bypassing it.

[29]

M7 Object collision
avoidance

Robots shall adjust their movements to avoid a colli-
sion with an object. [2]

M8 Robot collision
avoidance

A robot shall adjust its movement to avoid a collision
with another robot. [2]

M9 Pattern formation Robots shall restructure themselves to a repetitive
pattern. An example in nature is honeybee nests. [27–29]

M10 Self-assembly Robots shall physically connect and form a single
organism. [27–29]

M11 Robot soccer

Robots shall cooperate together to play a game and
defeat the enemy team. In robot soccer, the two robot
teams, where robots have different skills and capabili-
ties, are "playing" soccer. Robot soccer is a competitive
scenario that can be transferred to military defense
operations.

[29]

Table 3: Swarm Maintenance Scenarios Overview

ID Scenario Task References

S1 Deployment Robots shall deploy themselves to the environment
without any central coordination. [2]

S2 Flock centering
Robots shall localize the center of their swarm and,
that way, create a target location for individuals in a
flocking scenario.

[2]

S3 Time synchro-
nization

Robots shall synchronize their clocks to unify their
time and movement. [32]

S4 Velocity match-
ing Robots shall match their velocity to prevent collisions. [2]

S5 Information shar-
ing

Robots shall share information with an individual or a
group. In contrast to information spreading, this task
focuses on the ability to pass a piece of information
to others, not to coordinated propagation through the
whole community.

[2, 33]

S6 Decision making Robots shall evaluate known information and select
a uniform procedure.

[2, 27, 28,
34]

Resource Centered Scenarios. During the mission, robots manip-
ulate many resources and objects that are significant for success.
It can be, for example, physical objects meant to be collected or
destroyed, but also resources such as information that has to be
spread through the whole environment or charging stations, which
has to be reasonably shared between robots. Resource-centered
scenarios are listed in table 1.

CollectiveMovement Scenarios. The swarm is a distributed system
with many individuals who must cooperate so their movement can
be effective and meaningful. Possible scenarios of the movement of
individuals and the group as a whole are listed in table 2.

Swarm Maintenance Scenarios. Some scenarios do not directly
aim at the mission accomplishment but serve more as preparation
and maintenance of the functioning and synchronized state of
the swarm. Collected maintenance scenarios are listed in table 3.
Information sharing and decision making have multiple variations,
which are described in Tables 5 and 6.
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Table 4: Spatial Orientation Scenarios Overview

ID Scenario Task References

O1 Mapping Robots shall create a map of the environment. [27, 29]

O2 Navigation Robots shall guide an individual or a group through
the environment. [2]

O3 Localization Robots shall identify the position of the swarm with-
out external reference, global position state. [27, 29]

O4 Beacon navigat-
ing

Robots shall serve as beacons, which means they send
information about closeness to the target/other bea-
con.

[2]

O5 Distance measur-
ing

Robots shall measure distance based on the intensity
of signals retrieved from sensors. [2]

Table 5: Information Sharing Types

ID Type Description References

I1 Direct communi-
cation

The robots communicate directly, often by transfer-
ring data to the signal. [2]

I2
Communication
through the
environment

The robots indirectly communicate via the environ-
ment as a medium (pheromones, marking the envi-
ronment), also called stigmergy.

[2]

I3 Communication
via sensors

Robots send and retrieve signals, e.g., light or sound,
using sensors. [2]

I4 Using shared
memory

All robots within the swarm have access to a shared
source of information that they can read and possibly
update.

[2]

I5

Part of the
robots knows
some global
information and
propagates it to
the rest

Only selected robots have access to a shared source
of information and pass it on to the rest of the swarm. [2]

I6
Broadcasting of a
table with infor-
mation

Each of the robots has its own table with information,
broadcasts it periodically to others, and updates it
based on tables from nearby robots.

[33]

I7
Leaving informa-
tion about actions
previously done

Robots leave marks in the environment to inform
others about their activity and progress. [2]

I8

Leaving
pheromones
and waiting for
help

Robots leave information in the environment about
a need for help and wait near the found resource or
problem.

[2]

I9
Sending pulses
showing direc-
tion to the target

After finding a resource, the robot informs others by
sending a signal in the direction of the found resource. [2]

Spatial Orientation Scenarios. The swarm may not previously
know the environment of the mission. Therefore, it is crucial to be
able to explore the surroundings and also be able to share this infor-
mation with other robots and possibly help them orient themselves.
Table 4 contains collected scenarios in the spatial orientation of
individuals and the whole swarm.

Information Sharing andDecisionMaking Types. Decision-making
and information sharingmay havemany forms, which can be linked
to different kinds of attacks. Therefore, we assigned ID to their types
described in Table 5 for information sharing and Table 6 for making
decisions.

Information sharing can take many forms and implementations.
They differ in the use of signal types (e.g. data, light, sound), in
mediation using different media (e.g. environment, shared memory)
or in the application of algorithms (e.g. broadcasting).

Decision Making is usually concerned with the flow of decision
making, the number of options, what is being decided (e.g. alloca-
tion members, tasks), the information available to individual robots,
or who is involved in the decision. For example, if we look at the
amount of manpower available to the swarm, the robots may be de-
ciding what is the optimal distribution of manpower for maximum

Table 6: Decision Making Types

ID Type Description References

D1 Consensus The robots agreed on the result of several possibilities. [27]

D2
Decision made by
small group or
leader

The intelligence of the swarm is not strictly dis-
tributed. Only a selected individual or group makes
decisions for the whole swarm.

[34]

D3
Allocation of
members among
sources

The robots distribute among the individual sources
for future work. [34]

D4 Recruitment of
mission members

The swarm searches for and accepts new members
needed for the mission accomplishion. [34]

D5 Task allocation The robots allocate the tasks each one will be execut-
ing. [27, 28]

D6 Exploitation vs.
exploration

The swarm has to decide whether the gathered infor-
mation is enough to make a decision or whether it is
necessary to continue exploring the environment.

[34]

D7

Maximizing the
net energy (col-
lected resources /
time searching)

While searching for resources, robots must decide
how many robots to search and how much to collect,
and when to stop searching.

[2]

efficiency or whether it is even sensible to perform the mission in
such numbers.

4 SCENARIO ATTACKS
This section describes categories of issues occurring in swarm robot
scenarios, summarized in Figure 1. We also briefly outline how the
concept of trust between robots can help us address these vulnera-
bilities and reduce the risk of mission failure.

4.1 Methodology
Our next stepwas searching each of the collected scenarios individu-
ally to find possible attack vectors and investigate trust applications
to avoid them.

This process revealed to us that the coverage of this area by
existing literature is very sparse and close to non-existing, so we
used the help of the description of the scenarios to predict what
vulnerabilities could take place, although some of them were not
explicitly discussed in literature. To this end, for each scenario, we
considered the negation of the task as a possible attack. We also
targeted shared information and its security attributes, which are
accountability, traceability, confidentiality, and integrity [35]. The
next source of inspiration was studies of insider attacks [36] as the
robots in the swarm have the role of an insider. In combination with
attacks found in papers, we assigned at least seven different attacks
for each scenario in Section 3.2. As the last step, we clustered the
attacks into a taxonomy in the Figure 1.

According to the possible issues occurring in the scenarios, we
have created these eight clusters:

• Information Manipulation or Ignoring
• Manipulation with Communication Channels
• False Performance Promises
• Authority misusing
• Physical attacks
• Attacks on Internal Intelligence
• Decision making attacks

Some of the scenarios mentioned above are subtasks of the other
discussed ones. This fact leads to a transitive transfer of susceptibil-
ity to attacks from one scenario to another. Therefore, we decided
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Figure 1: Proposed taxonomy of attacks.

to always list all possible attack-vulnerable scenarios, including the
transitive ones.

The groups are described in the next sections.

4.2 Information Manipulation or Ignoring
Any modification of information and its dissemination, lying about
its status or the status of other objects, robots, or ignoring instruc-
tions, which is an issue related to all scenarios, altogether causes
significant problems in evaluating the next steps during the mis-
sion [31]. We have classified these actions according to the type of
erroneous information from the perspective of the individual into
three sections:

4.2.1 Individual Information. The robot is passing information
about itself that others cannot validate, like misleading sensor data,
its future motion, or information about its charged battery. Spoof-
ing [37] in general is also misleading with individual information.
If sensors are the target, it is called sensor spoofing [38], where the
attacker manipulates the distances between robots and affects the
instructions to the other members of the swarm.

Scenarios related to this problem: R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8,
R9, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M10, M11, S1, S2, S3, S4,
S5 (I3, I7), S6 (D3, D4, D5, D6, D7), O4, O5

Trust Solution. Each individual can be assigned a trust score
managed by a centralized or decentralized reputation model [39],
which is updated based on the interactions and experience of the
robots, and help other robots to decide on the trustworthiness of
the individual and its information.

4.2.2 External Information. The robot informs about its observa-
tion of its surroundings, which concerns other robots or objects in
the environment and their attributes, like weight or size. In this sce-
nario, the robot also serves as the information source but describes
facts verifiable by the others.

Scenarios related to this problem: R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R9, M5,
M6, M7, M11, S5 (I4, I5, I6, I8, I9), S6 (D1, D2, D3, D6, D7), O1, O2,
O3, O4, O5

Trust Solution. Each interaction can be paired with a validation
of the action, which can be used to feed the update of the trust
score of the robot who shared it.

4.2.3 Passing the Information. Passing the information means the
robot receives information from other sources (robot or server)
and passes it to the next one. This scenario is the only one where
the robot is not the source of the information but only a mediator,
which does not mean it cannot modify it.

Scenarios related to this problem: R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8,
R9, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M9, M10, M11, S2, S3, S4, S5 (I1, I2,
I5), S6 (D1), O1, O2, O3, O4, O5

Trust Solution. Information passing could be propagated via es-
tablished trusted peer groups [5], which would enable information
sharing only to trusted robots (i.e. friends) and access to peer opin-
ion in case of doubt.

4.3 Manipulation with Communication
Channels

Communication and information exchange is crucial for the mis-
sion’s success. Pieces of information can be manipulated as de-
scribed in Section 4.2. This category focuses on the weaknesses of
passing and storing of data, while the content of messages is put
aside here. Overall, even a leak of the position and size of the swarm
may be dangerous, as during foraging, mapping, and localization, a
leak of found resources’ position and features can cause their loss.

4.3.1 Leak of Information. A leak of information is a kind of in-
sider attack when a robot misuses its privileges and shares secret
information with unauthorized entities. This may lead to resource
theft or better-targeted attacks.

Scenarios related to this problem: R2, R5, R8, R9, M2, M3, M11, S5
(I4), O3

Trust Solution. A lower level of trust in a potentially malicious
robot should lead to its lower trust score within the ecosystem
and in effect its lower privileges and, therefore, less information
provided to them. In case of a sudden loss of trust in an individual,
we can change the position of the swarm or resources to make their
knowledge irrelevant.

4.3.2 Changing of Shared Information. Many AI algorithms work
with shared sources of information, which individuals update to
find a solution together as a group without repeating mistakes and
searching. This shared information source can be a single point of
failure when malicious robots change recorded data, and therefore,
the rest of the group works with false information.
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Scenarios related to this problem: R2, R5, R7, R9, M2, S2, S5 (I4,
I5), O1, O3, O4, O5

Trust Solution. Robots with low trust scores could only have
read-only access to the information. Individual robots can consider
accepting information updates based on their author’s trust score.
In such a case, it is crucial that the trust scores are managed by
a reputation model [39] that is tailored to the context of swarm
robotics.

4.3.3 Restrain Access. The work of the swarm robots is based on
distributed communication and sharing of information. Therefore,
interference with communication and signals can be a real threat
to the mission. Malicious robots can, for example, prevent signal
transmission by overloading the communication channel with a
high amount of irrelevant messages.

Scenarios related to this problem: R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8,
R9, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M8, M9, M10, M11, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
(I1, I3, I4, I5, I6, I9), S6 (D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7), O1, O2, O3, O4,
O5

Trust Solution. Well-designed trust solution could support the
isolation of misbehaving robots from the environment, or deny
their access to communication channels.

4.4 False Performance Promises
Many missions are time-critical. These missions may be sabotaged
by individuals promising task completion within a time that is not
realistic (even because the individual has no intention of completing
the task). When the group does not question the behavior of the
malicious individual, they will wait for an unnecessarily long time,
even with some timeout set up. Repeatedly broken promises may
lead to critical time loss and mission failure.

Scenarios related to this problem: R2, R5, R6, R7, R9, M4, O1, O2

Trust Solution. Variable trust rates between individuals can sup-
port proper labor division where the most time-critical tasks are
assigned to the most trusted individuals. Timeout for waiting for
task completion may also vary based on the trust rate.

4.5 Authority Misusage
In swarm systems whose intelligence is not strictly distributed and
uses any kind of hierarchy or leadership, problems may arise when
malicious robots obtain leader roles. They can manipulate other
robots to do unwanted things, and it is harder to detect and elimi-
nate them because leaders usually have access to more information
and can give out orders without explanation.

4.5.1 Permission Regulations. In the role of authority in the swarm
with a hierarchy of rights, a malicious robot may have permission to
change the rights of other robots. This way, they could, for example,
deny other robots access to some information or resources.

Scenarios related to this problem: S6 (D2)

Trust Solution. Untrusted robots could be excluded from superior
roles and prevented from manipulating the rights of other robots.
Alternatively, the decisions by borderline-trust-score robots could

undergo supervision or check by another trusted robot to make
sure the decision is not discrimination against another individual.

4.5.2 Task Allocation. Leaders often give orders to subordinates to
simplify and speed up the process of decision-making and choosing
the next steps in the missions. Malicious leaders can force other
robots to unwanted and destructive actions, which can abort the
whole mission. When a malicious robot gains a leadership role, it
can hijack the whole swarm andmanipulate it towards its individual
goals.

Scenarios related to this problem: S6 (D2, D5)

Trust Solution. A malicious leader can be evaluated as untrusted
based on the given orders and other actions in a process where its
subordinates can provide evidence and a superior can perform the
evaluation. After evaluating a leader as untrusted, various actions
can be taken to ensure ecosystem safety (replacing it in its role,
double checking its actions, isolating it from the ecosystem).

4.6 Physical Attacks
Many attacks are based on inter-robot communication and informa-
tion sharing and manipulation. In robotics, we also have to think
about the hardware and surroundings of the robots, which signifi-
cantly affect their mission. It is impossible to isolate working robots
from physical threats without limiting their capabilities, but with
the use of trust, we can try to isolate potential attackers from the
working environment and, that way, protect it and the swarm.

4.6.1 Robot Destruction. Usually, the most extreme type of attack
is the physical destruction of an individual or even a whole group
of robots. A malicious robot can attack their colleague at any time,
during any type of mission. Some attacks can be stealthy or can
cause more harm, for example, by leading the group to some kind
of trap.

Scenarios related to this problem: R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8,
R9, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M10, M11, S1, S2, S3, S4,
S5 (I1, I3, I4, I5, I6, I8, I9), S6 (D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7), O1, O2,
O3, O4, O5

Trust Solution. In an ideal situation, a potential attacker would
not be accepted into the ecosystem of robots or would be detected
and isolated. In case the untrusted robot is inside the swarm, the rest
of the robots could still keep affecting its trust score via reporting
on their interactions with it, so that protective action can be taken
once a suspicious comes about an intent to cause damage.

4.6.2 Kidnapping/Capture. Being kidnapped is a problem for the
single robot and the whole group as capabilities are reduced, in-
formation may leak, or even the kidnapped robot can be misused.
Robots can be kidnapped when other robots lead them to dangerous
or hostile areas or simply carry them away. Without trust measure-
ment between robots, an individual connects and goes with anyone
from their group. Therefore, a single malicious robot may convince
many others to leave their mission and willfully fall into enemy
hands.

Scenarios related to this problem: R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8,
R9, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M10, M11, S1, S2, S3, S4,
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S5 (I1, I3, I4, I5, I6, I8, I9), S6 (D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7), O1, O2,
O3, O4, O5

Trust Solution. If the robots were capable of distrusting others,
they would be more durable against kidnapping. It is true that dis-
trust cannot always prevent an involuntary physical displacement,
but at least it can lead to excluding the misbehaving robot from the
group. In the best case, the robot capable of kidnapping would not
even be accepted into the swarm.

4.6.3 Changing or Destruction of the Environment. Missions of
swarm robots usually include interaction with their surroundings,
either during a movement, or the goal itself can include searching
the environment. Changing or destroying the environment may
make orientation in spacemore difficult or even lead to the complete
failure of the mission.

Scenarios related to this problem: R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R9,
S5 (I7, I8), S6 (D6, D7), O1, O2, O3, O4, O5

Trust Solution. Similarly to previous types of physical attacks,
the elimination of the potential attacker before they cause any
harm can prevent unwanted destruction of the environment. The
untrusted robot may be more properly observed by the rest and
prevented from approaching mission-critical items.

4.7 Attacks on Internal Intelligence
Swarm robots usually use distributed intelligence to accomplish
the mission, but each individual within the swarm has its inner
intelligence mechanism, too. These mechanisms can have variable
complexity, and if known to the enemy, they can attack specifically
to the mechanism’s weaknesses. There are many intelligence mech-
anisms, especially machine learning models, with specific types of
possible weaknesses that can exploited by malicious robots. This
category covers all of them, as their more detailed taxonomy is
not relevant to our taxonomy of attacks. Feeding false information
to the robot’s learning model may lead to unreasonable behavior.
Some more complex attacks may cause bias against some opinions
or individuals. Targeted changes in learning data can also make the
victim overlook some kind of information or behavior.

Scenarios related to this problem: R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8,
R9, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M10, M11, S1, S2, S3, S4,
S5 (I1, I2, I3, I4, I5, I6, I7, I8, I9), S6 (D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7), O1,
O2, O3, O4, O5

Trust Solution. The data used for learning may be observed and
weighted by the author’s trust score. In case of distrust, the robot
can ignore the data or have it verified. Designers of the robot can
also consider more rigid models and regularly check robot’s bias.

4.8 Decision Making Attacks
Attacks on the robot’s decision-making can impact the outcome
of the process or delay reaching an agreement with the rest of the
swarm. It is essential to prioritize the decision-making process to
avoid this significant shortcoming.

4.8.1 Contrarians (Opposing). This means always opposing the
majority of the group, which leads to the slowing down of the
decision process [40].

Scenarios related to this problem: R1, R2, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, M1,
M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M9, M10, M11, S1, S2, S3, S4, S6 (D1), O1, O2,
O3, O5

Trust Solution. Create a trust decay system where team members
who consistently dissent without contributing positively see their
trust scores gradually diminish over time. However, team mem-
bers can regain their reputation through sustained constructive
contributions.

4.8.2 Wishy-Washy. Another type of slowing down the decision,
but in this case the robot is constantly changing his opinion. This
behavior can escalate to a deadlock [40].

Scenarios related to this problem: R1, R2, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, M1,
M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M9, M10, M11, S1, S2, S3, S4, S6 (D1), O1, O2,
O3, O5

Trust Solution. Design collaborative stability evaluation and peer-
based assessment, which allows other robots or entities in the
system to provide input on the trustable stability of a given robot.

4.8.3 Sect. A group of robots that does not change its opinion
in any circumstance, i.e. does not take into account whether the
situation evolves or not. Ignoring environmental information is
related to Section 4.2 [40].

Scenarios related to this problem: R1, R2, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, M1,
M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M9, M10, M11, S1, S2, S3, S4, S6 (D1), O1, O2,
O3, O5

Trust Solution. Trust scores extended by new dynamic metrics
could be influenced by the ability of robots to adapt their behavior
in response to new information or changes in the environment.

4.8.4 Majority Opinion. Enables the owner of the group majority
to influence the result according to his needs. The process is similar
to the blockchain 51% problem.

Scenarios related to this problem: R1, R2, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, M1,
M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M9, M10, M11, S1, S2, S3, S4, S6 (D1), O1, O2,
O3, O5

Trust Solution. Introduce a distributed trust score system that
assesses each owner’s historical contributions, reliability, and de-
cision outcomes. Scores dynamically adjust based on quality and
alignment.

5 DISCUSSION
While there is extensive research on swarm robotics, a comprehen-
sive overview of its scenarios together with attacks on them that
could be addressed with trust management approaches, is so far
missing. These topics cannot be neglected as we cannot expect all
robots within the swarm to be well-behaved, with no intention to
disrupt the mission. Our proposed attack taxonomy and possible
trust solutions may be only an initial systematic attempt in this
direction, but still providing an important stepping stone towards
the trust management research in swarm robotics, which may lead
to more reliable usability of swarm robotics in the real world.

The collected swarm robotics scenarios and attack taxonomy can
serve as a base for the following research on attack prevention using
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trust. We only gave initial hints towards possible trust solutions of
attacks in Section 4. These can now be extended and deepened by
proposing more concrete solutions and methods. The application of
trust techniques may affect the original scenarios; therefore, they
should be adapted to their usage. Finally, the whole construct may
be applied to some concrete system or mission.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we collected swarm robotics scenarios and attacks
from current research and proposed a taxonomy of both, which can
serve as a stepping stone for future research in trust management
in swarm robotics. For each category, we suggested the possible
application of trust management to prevent the attack or reduce
its consequences. These trust applications are our proposal for
future research directions, which should lead to more detailed and
concrete methods.
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